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COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION KXI•:CUTIVJ<: SIIMMAI{Y 
l'inancial  serviccs1  represent  about  (J'Yc•  ol·  EtJ  (iDP  and  2.45%  of employment. 
According to the Commission's Employment Rates Report (COM (98)5 72) they are one 
·(1f the sectors where Europe has  the  greatest potential  for  employment expansion. The 
integration of financial  markets  will  afTer  new  business  opportunities  in  the  financial 
services sector while allowing consumers to  get  more  value  for  money.  They will  be 
offered a  wider choice or finam:ial  services and  products such  t1s  mortgages, pensions, 
and insurance, at more convenient prices. 
I  ~flicieilt and transp<trent  financi:tl  markets :tlso hdp lo  optimise the allocation or capital. 
By  f:tcilitating the access to equity financing ;md  risk capital, they allow SMEs and start'-
up companies to l'ully exploit their growth and job creation pokntial. 
llowever, eornpared  to  the situation  in  other  indtistrialiscd  countries,  the  Ell  financial 
services sector is still lagging behind. 
Though substantial progress has been made, Europe is still a long way from achieving the 
potential benefits of  the Single Market in  financial services. The introduction ofthe Euro,. 
by removing one major source of market segmentation -different currencies- increases 
the potential benefits of a single financial services market. It  is also a major catalyst for 
change. 
As for retail financial markets, despite the progress that has been made in  the completion 
or  a  single  financial  market,  cross-border  sales  or  traditional  financial  products  to 
individual consumers remain the exception. In  particular, insufficient tax harmonisation, 
administrative require1i1ents and limited lack of' transparency constitute important barriers 
to  the completion or the Single Mmkct and  help  to  explain a certain  lack or consumer 
confidence in cross-horder·transactions. 
There is  thercf()l'e  a  need  to  find  pragmatic  ways or reconciling the aim· of' enhancing 
consumer confidence by-promoting Cull  financial  market integration while ensuring high 
levels or consumer protection. 
This  Communication  concentrates .on  two  main  aspects  of completion  of the  Single 
Market in  tinancial services, whose potential is enhanced by the Euro: 
•  deep .and liquid  European capital  markets  which  serve  both issuers  and  investors 
better; 
o  removal of remaining barriers to cross-border provision of retail financial services in 
order to ensure consumer choice while maintaining consumer confidence and a high 
level or  consumer protectio·n. 
international financial turbulence is not a reastin to abandon this approach. The structural 
improvements to  the  l~uropean economy that will  result from  a genuine single financial 
market  will  maximise  hoth  the  direct  and  indirect  contribution  to  long-term  growth, 
competitiveness and jobs.  But  a  single  l~urope<.m  rlnancial  market_  in  an  increasingly 
Banking and insurance sectors. integrated  global  capital  llJarkcl,  lllUSt  he  <H.:compllnied  by  more  encclive  prudential 
regulation and supervision <It  hoi h I  ·:uropean attd gloha  1 level. lh  is  needs to  he  pursued 
1  It rough  i  mprovL~d  co-ord i  ll<ttion  hd  WL'L'Il  rq.>,u lators  and  supervisors  in  which  the 
( 'ommission has an impurti111t  role to  pl<ly. 
The Commission  welcomes  the  timely  invitation,  issued  by  the  European  Council  at 
Carditl, to prepare a "framework for action" for financial  services. This Comml!nication 
· highlights a range of issues, which need to be addressed to  equip the EU  with financial 
markets capable of sustaining competitiveness and weathering financial  instability. The 
conclusions drawn by the Commission are based on extensive consultation of Member 
State experts, users of  financial services and market practitioners. 
The Commission concludes that the  El,l's framework of prudential  legislation docs not 
require radical  surgery.  We need  ~·J~:!.•'c.~mnr~Bw.~lcnn trcgUJihuttnry  appanuhas in  the 
l~tst moving L~nvironment or linancial services.  It  therclilre calls upon the Council and the 
Parliament  to  explore  ways  of'  delivering  a  more  streamlined,  llcxiblc  and  l~tster 
legislative  <lpproach.  Supervisory  authorities  can  ph1y  their  part  by  strengthening  co-
operation in  order to  ensure application or a uni lim11  undcrstandi ng or prudential  rules. 
Mechanisms arc also required to  reinl(m;e colleclive discipline. in the implementation and 
en f'orcement of I  ·:I I legislation in the financial services sector. 
The  prospect of the  single currency  is  spurring a  market-driven  modernisation of' EU 
whoicsaDc markets. However, the single currency will  not of itself deliver an optimally 
functioning  single ·wholesale  market.  A  coherent programme of action  to  smooth out 
remaining  legislative,  administrative and  fiscal  barriers  to  cross-border  flotations  and 
investment-related activities can deliver significant economic dividends. These benefits 
can be realised without revolutionary changes by adjusting the present arrangements for 
prospectuses, public-offer listings, financial  reporting: and rules applying to investment 
service providers. lJnless such steps arc taken, we will  forego the potential reduction in 
the cost of EIJ  capital offered  hy  the single currency. The Commission urges  Member 
States  to  finalise  and  implement  a  set  of priority  actions  to  promote  the  efficient 
integration of  wholesale financial markets as a matter of urgency. 
/\s  li.lr  .!".ctail  financial  m~•rl<ct~, despite  great  progress  in  the  completion  llf a  single 
linancial  market.  the  cross-border  sale  of  tr~tditional  financial  products  to  individual 
consumers remains the  exception. The ( 'ommission will  intensily cfli.lrts  to  complete a  · 
· singk~ market for retail  linancial products on an incremental b;1sis.  l'irst, it will promote a 
clear  and  common  understanding  of the  distinction  between  professional  and  non-
.professional  users  of  Jinancial  services.  In  keeping  with  relevant  provisions  on 
international private and EU law, efforts will be made to  limit additional host country 
requirements  to  consumers  acting  in  a  non-professional  ·capacity.  Second,  the 
Commission will identify and catalogue substantive differences between legal provisions, 
_which presently are seen to call for application of, host country rules. This will improve 
transparency  and  make  easier  to  ensure  that  imposition  of host  country  rules  is 
proportionate.  Third,  the  Commission  will  continue  to  promote  the  convergence  of 
national  practices towards a  high  level of  consumer protection where this is  necessary 
and  proportionate  response  to  consumer concerns.  The  Council  and  Parliament  are 
invill'd to co-operate with the ( 'ommission to  the  fullest extent in  order to  give .clkct to 
this evolutionary approach. 
SUllptenosory  ~nrrM.II  rcgUJII<nttmry  co-opcnutimn  witftlln1111  thte  U(ILJ  ~umll  ~ut  illlltii!Ir'llll:Uttnomnll  lli!!veO. 
As the regulatory  framework for a single  tinancial  market crystallises, fault-lines at the 
level of supervision become more prominent. The Commission considers that structured 
2 co-operation between national  supervisory bodies-- rather than the creation of new EU 
level  arrangements -- can  be sufficient to  ensure fin<mcial  stability.  At present, this co-
operation  is  organised  an  <ld  hoc  basis  and  will  need  to  be ·upgraded.  In  the  area of 
securities markets supervision in  particulur, present arrangements arc unable to keep pace 
with  the  sudden  act:deration  in  market  integration.  The Commission  w()uld  see great 
merit  in  a clear hlucprint defining the rL·sponsihilities and  mech<misms  for co-ordination 
hdwecn all different national and l·:ll-levcl hodiL·s  cngagL~d ii1  linam:i<Jl  supervision. 
The opportunities and  dwllenges  ol' maintaining  linancial  stability  do  not  stop at the 
boundaries  of the, Union.  The  ElJ  is  not  isolated  from  turmoil,  which  is  currently 
sw·eeping through  international  linancial  markets.  The Commission and Member States 
must actively  contribute to the promulgation or an international base ljne of fundamental 
prudential  requirements  and  assist  in  the  widest  possible  dissemination  of  best 
supervisory practice. The ElJ h;1s a  parti~:tdar voc<Jlion  to give ciTect to these objectives in 
respect o I' candidate t:ountrics of  Central and -Eastern Huropc. 
Creating the general conditions for a  fully  integrated li:lJ financial market requires 
action in the following areas: 
Provide  for  an  integrated infrastructm·c:  Interaction. between national  securities and 
payment  systems  needs  to  be  improved  as  well  as  the  development  of appropriate 
mechanisms to combat fraud and money laundering. 
To ensure a  level  playing field  h1r  linancial  operators is  one of the key elements of an 
integrated  single  mar~ct  for  linan~:ial  services.  Firiancial  market  integration  must 
lhcrcfi:Jrc he enhanced by strict application of the Treaty rules on competition and state 
~~!.~~  J\n  increased  cfl(Jrt  will  be  needed  in  this  are<l,  as  competition  in  the  financial 
services sector is likely lo hccolllC lil:rcL:r after !he introduction of  the l•:uro. 
'_l~ax~t.!~~!-~_:_With the disappL:arance ol' exchange risks as a deterrent to real pan- European 
investment strategies, disparities  in  tax  treatment  is  already  emerging as  a  significant 
distortion of the allocation or resources. Political  <~greemcnt has been reached to address 
the  most  pressing  tax  distortions  to  the  single  market- namely, ·tax  distortions  to  the 
allocation of savings and harmful tax competition between liiumcial centres. Work must 
also  be taken  forward  in  respect of key  linancial  products; such as  life  insurance and 
pension funds, where tax treatment prevents cross,..border marketing. 
Building a consensus: 
The Council and the Parliament are now invitc;:d,  with the Commission, to take-forward 
the  debate. To  maintain  political  momentum,  the  Commission pH)poses  th~t personal 
representatiVes ofFinance Ministers should be nominated by  Member States and meet in 
a Financial·Serviccs Policy Group, chaired by the Commission. 
Its  immediate ohjectives arc twof'old:  first,  the Ciroup should identify and prioritise a set 
of  actions hy .lu1w  I  t)t)!) to he pn:scnted to  the Council · 
The second task ol' the< iroup, during the period prior lo June l 999, is to deline a number 
of  immediate priorities to guarantee lllOI)lCiltUlll to the· process. 
The Group will also assist the Commission· in  collective monitoring of implementation 
and enforcement of linancial services legislation. 
The Commission intends to report back to ECOFIN on a regular basis. 
3  -Till' ( 'ommission will also l'slahlish a  lligh-Ll.~Vl'lronsullalion IIH:chanislll  to cnsun: lhal 
holh  111arket  practitioners  ;i11d  .IISl'rs  of  linaucial  sL·rvicl.~S  arc  able  lo  make  a  full 
conlrihution to the limmdaliou or policy in this area. 
4 FiNANCIAL SERVICES: 
BUILDING A FRAMEWORK FOR ACTION 
.  .  . 
··-·'.::~~P~tM:~Nt,~~riPN,:~f:~m~~::¢9MJ~l~$1Q.NF.-]:.•-: 
INTRODUCTION: 
I.  A single deep and liquid financial market which can serve as the motor for growth, 
joh-crealion,  and  improved  competitiveness  of  the  European  economy  is  within 
reach 1• The introdutlion of the euro is  the logical conclusion of the single market and 
oilers a historic opportunity to draw the  full  hcnct'its of <!pen  and integrated markets. 
The disappearance of exchange risk  and the  single monetary policy ·of  the euro area 
will give a major impulse to the integration of money, deht and equity markets. 
2.  Users of financial services will benefit from  more competitive and innovative high-
street  financial  services,  whilst  continuing  to  enjoy  high  levels  of  consumer 
protection.  The  financial  services  industry  wi II  benefit  from  new  business 
opportunities in wider and deeper capital markets. Integrati<;m  of capital markets will 
also reduce the cost of capital for industry by leading to lower interest rates as well as 
by  facilitating  access  to  equity-financing  and  risk-capital  This  is  of  particular 
importance for SME's and start-up companies who will  be able to  look beyond the 
expensive and inflexible debt-financing on which they presently rely2. 
3. The introduction of the euro and existing single market rules are necessary, but not 
sufficient conditions for the emergence of a fully  functioning  single EU market for 
financial  services. Current arrangements also need to  be reviewed in  order to ensure 
that  El J  financial  industry can contend with competitive challenges which arc  being 
intensified by the glohalisation of financial markets. 
4.  The  need  to  examine  further  improvements  was  recognised  by  the  European 
Council  at  its  meeting  at  CanJitl  when  it  instructed  the  Commission  to  table  a 
"framework  for  action"  to  improve  the  single  market  for  financial  services,  in 
particular to examine the effectiveness of implementation of current legislation and to 
identify  weaknesses  which  may  require  amending  legislation.  In  response  to  this 
request, the Commission tables this framework which aims to: 
~  equip  the  EU  with  a  legislative  apparatus  to  meet  present  and  future 
challenges; 
According to the Commission's Employment Rales Report (COM (98) 572) financial services arc 
CliiC or I  he SCl:tOI'S  Where l•:urope has the grcalest polenlial for employment ex  pan~  ion. 
I kpemlcnce o11  dehl as a sourn; of corporalc II Bailee  ra11gcs  from ."iO%  in  the Netherlands to over 
70'Yr•  in Prance. Uermany and Italy, anJ XO%  in Spain (compared to ~O'.:i• in  ihe u·s). 
1 o  eliminate  remaining capital  market  fragmentation  to  minimise  the  cost  of 
capital raised on EU markets; 
o  make the advantages of open markets available ro  both users and suppliers of 
financial services; 
o  encourage the closer co-ordination of supervisory authorities; 
o  promote the emergence of an integrated infrastructure at EU level; 
a  reduce barriers to the single market resulting from disparities in taxation. 
The analysis presented in  this text draws on wide-ranging consultation of European 
level  representative  bodies  of  financial  services  users  and  industry,  market 
practitioners and national admi nistralions. 
5.  Meeting  these  challenges  docs  not  require  a  complete  recasting  of ex1stmg 
legislation. It calls for pragmatic but decisive action to  turn new opportunities to our 
best advantage. A deteriorating international economic outlook is no reason to  delay 
necessary adjustment. Indeed, it strengthens thecase for effective action. 
A lEANIER AND MORE EFFECT~VIE REGUlATORY APPARATUS 
H.  K~t:D<:PING llJP WD'IJ'nll'IUI<: TIMES: 
6.  The  prudential  legislation  for  a  single  financial  market  must  be  kept  under 
continuous review in order to ensure an cl'fectivc bulwark against financial instability. 
The  llnion  's  robust  prudential  safeguards,  rigorous  supervision  and  cfTective 
transparency  has  helped  Europe  to  avoid  the  worst  effects  of the  turbulence  now 
sweeping through international financial  markets.  However, there is an  ongoing need 
to  adapt  our  legislation  to  take  account  of  developments  in  financial  markets, 
instruments and products, as well as with systemic risks resulting from the increasing 
inter-dependency of financial  markets.  Our prudential  rules must also be  kept up to 
date in  order to ensure that they serve the goal of job-creation and competitiveness as 
effectively as possible. Realising this objective requires action on two fronts: 
(j)  speedier adjustment of legislation; 
@  a streamlined approach to drafting prudential regulation. 
7. Faster response-times are critical.  Legislating less and legislating better is not the 
whole story.  We must  legislate more quickly.  As  technology advances and market 
integration increases, our legislative process often lags behind changes in  the market. 
By  the time directives arc proposed, debated and adopted they can amount merely to 
detailed solutions to yesterday's problems. Delays in  modernising EU  rules to·comply 
with  internationally  accepted  hest  practice  handicaps  regulators  and  supervisors  in 
maintaining the stability of the financial  system. It has already proved costly in  terms 
of competitiveness  by  denying  financial  operators  the  benefit  of "state-of-the-art" 
regulation  and  speedier supervision  (Figure  1).  The work  in  hand to  review  core 
elements of the EU's capital regime for banks takes place in parallel  ~ith work in the 
Basic  Committee  on  Banking  Supervision.  It  is  essential  that  the  end  results  in 
Brussels and Basle are not only consistent but also come into force at the same time 
(see paragraph 39 for the need for the EU to play its role in the Basle process). 
2 >- Figure I: In  I 996  US banks were allowed to use sophisticated computer 
models to calculate tlreir  'market risks· amll1'ere suhject .to more accurate 
(and lower) capital requirc'llh'llls.  In the 1\'l I so111e 2  !I.e years ll'erc needed to 
introduce  the  nen'.I'SW:I'  ml~elldments to  our  directil•e.1·  ln:fin·e  our hanh 
could operate under t'fJ ui valent comp£'1 it i ve em  IC Iii  ion1·. 
X.  SpL~l:ding up our kgislaliw process is  lhercl'orL~ crucial hut  we also need to  lake into 
account the wider debate on thl: usc ol' comitology procl:dures in  (-;('decision-making. 
The Commission will  explore, with the other institutions, the possibility of agreeing 
fast-track procedures which would apply to financial services in accordance with the 
Treaty  and  m  line  with  the  Commissions'  proposal  for  a  review  of comitology 
procedures. 
9. Streamlining legisllltive teckniques. The Commission will explore how to strike a 
better  balance  between  defining  objectives  and  spelling  out  the  detail  in- our 
legislation.  Current legislation  contains an  unnecessary  degree of detail:  this  often  ' 
results from detailed amendments to  the Commission's original proposal (Figure 2). 
Avoiding over-complex legislation  i1i  the  l'uture  will call l(lr a degree of self-restraint 
l'rom the .institutional partners and  l'rom  the ( 'ommission itsel r. · 
>-- figure 2: flow NOT to regulate for a single finam.:ia/ market: 
While the Commission's original proposal for a ('apilal Adequacy Directive 
was 26 pages, {!fter finishing the legislative process the version adopted hy 
the  Coun(:il  was  79  p~1Kes.  This  included 42  fWKes  t?f' annexes (?[minute 
numerical  detail  outlining,  inter  alia,  complex  niathematical  models  to 
calculate  capital requirements.  An amending Directive  came four years 
later:  it was a further  28 pages long. 
1  0.  A  more  pragmatic  approach  for  financial  services  regulation  - rather· more 
qualitative  and  less  quantitative - should  he  explored.  New  legislation  relating  to 
service  providers  or  products  could  be  conlined  to  prescribing  the  fundamental 
requirements and  basic  requirements  that  the  legislation  seeks to  achieve.  Detailed 
and/or, quantitative spccilication of the best  means of meeting these objectives need 
not be spclt out in  detail  in  this "framework" legislation.  Where detailed guidance is 
ncccssary·it could be  provided in  a more lkxihlc supplementary l'orm.  Options could 
include  ( 'ommission communications:  recommendations:  or Commission  decisions 
(which would he subject to  appropriate "comitology" arrangements).  The.choicc of 
option  would  be  determined  as  a  fllnction  of the  degree of legal  certainty  and/or 
availability  of ready-made  technical  solutions.  The  Commission  will  consider the 
approach in more detail to permit a discussion with Member States and the European 
Parliament in the coming months. 
II. MAKING THE MOST OF EXISTING RULES: 
1  1.  We, can also make better use of  the business opportunities provided by the existing 
rules.  Shortcomings in  our legislation can  be  rectified  by  better implementation by 
Member States,  by  stricter  policing of the  legislation  by  the  Commission,  and  by 
clearer· and more uniform interpretation of EC  legislation. 
12.  Timely am/ effective implementation of  existing legislation.  Despite protracted 
delays, the  implementation or linancial services directives by  Member States is now 
3 almost complete. Late (or often incomplete or incorrect) implementation has already 
imposed  considerahlc  costs  on  market  participants,  and  led  to  single  market 
distort ions  and  inclliciencies  disrupting  the  cffl'cti vc  functioning  of  the  single 
markcl 1•  Nearly  five  years after the entry into fon:l·  ol"  the  hulk  of financial  services 
legislation,  the  situatiou  as  regards  transposition  of financial  services  Directives  is 
broadly satisfactory.  12  Member States have taken steps to implement the full  corpus 
of banking, insurance and securities legislation, and the average transposition rate for 
EU-15  is  98.94%.  However,  there  have  been  significant  accumulated  delays  in 
implementing  agreed  rules  during  the  intervening  period.  Henceforth,  it  will  be 
essential to keep any implementing delays to a minimum. Attention must also turn to 
ensuring  that  national  implementing  measures  allow  for  effective  enforcement 
throughout the EU. This needs a  full  and committed engagement by each Member 
State to the process, perhaps reinforced by some form of self monitoring to improve 
collective discipline. The Commission will explore with Member States how best to 
take this forward .. 
I J. Clear and common· interpretation of tile  trule."i.  The rules  the  Member States 
apply must be clear and interpreted consistently throughout the Union.  Discrepancies 
can he eliminated  hy interpretative communications issued hy the Commission, based 
on  ECJ  jurispiUdence.  Non-legislative  and  self-regulatory  solutions  between 
supervisors can  also  promote a  wide understanding of operational concepts that arc 
needed to secure an  effective sil)gle  market.  Divergent approaches in  implementing 
common rules need to he analysed, their costs fully understood, and "benchmarking" 
developed  from  best  supervisory  practice  with  the  aim  of  eliminating  these 
divergences.  Indeed, such supervisory co-operation will  be increasingly important as 
investment services and cross-border trading in  securities become more widespread -
mutual  understanding and  transparency  will  be essentjal  especially for  conduct of 
business rules.  There needs to be a deepening and strengthening of such processes: 
the  recently  established  FESC04  can  play  a  central  role  in  this  respect.  The 
Commission will strongly encourage such developments. 
3  The delayed implementation of the Investment Services Directive has caused market rigidities as a 
result of lack of  competition and difficult market access. Market innovation has been stifled whilst 
investment firms are less than optimally prepared for the readjustment and enhanced competition that 
the euro will bring. 
4 FESCO is the Forum of European Securities Commissions 
4 POINTS FOR ACTION 
The Commission 
V" will continue to enforce the timely and effective implementation of  directives and 
will explore how to take this forward 
.a/  will  come forward  with  interpretative  communications  to  give  guidance  to 
Member States and market participants  i 
V  will present detailed suggestions for discussion on a better approach for future 
prudential  financial services legislation 
The Council and the European Parliament 
s/  are invited to  work  together with  the Commission  to  explore a possible inter-
institutional agreement enshrining the modalities for stream-lined, flexible and 
speedier legislation in the single financial services market. 
v"  should he  committed to  exercise  a  degree  of self-restraint  in  the  legislative 
process to avoid over-complex legislation.  · 
Member States 
1/  should urge their supervisory authorities to enhance their self-regulatory role by 
deepening and strengthening processes to strengthen regulatory standards and · 
operational practices for an effective single' market . 
1/  should  commit  themselves  to  th't!  effective  and  prompt  implementation  of 
directives. 
5 INTEGRATED WHOLESALE MARKETS ARIE WITHIN REACH: 
·---··· ·--------
14.  . The introduction  of the  curo will  stimulate the  development of a  large  and 
liquid pan-European capital market  But it will not, of itself, integrate capital markets. 
Market fragmentation will continue because of residual regulatory, administrative and 
tax obstacles.  Such fragmentation, together with distortions elsewhere in the financial 
and corporate governance system, means that capital markets in a number of Member 
States  are  significantly  under-developed.5  This  carries  a  heavy  pric~  tag.  Some 
financing mechanisms, such as equity and bond issues, are not sufficiently utilised by 
corporate  horTowcrs  in  many  EU  countries.  Similarly,  risk-capital  financing  for 
innovative start-ups dearly lags behind US  practicc.6 
I 5.  The  markets  themselves  arc  already  gearing  up  for  pan-European  sccuntrcs 
trauing.  The l'irst  strategic alliances  hetwecn  exchanges arc  tackling  issues  that arc 
indispensable  for  the  emergence of pan-European  securities  trading.  Solutions  are 
being found to ensure technical compatibility of securities trading systems and the co-
ordination of market conventions. 
16.  The consultations  undertaken  by  the  Commission  have  identified  a  number of 
problems that relate to the access to capital markets; the restrictions on investment of 
assets and the activities of investment service providers.  These are examined below 
from the perspectives of the demand and supply  of capital (although some cases cover 
both sides of the spectrum). 
I.  On  the demand-side. issuers should enjoy easy access to pan-European capital 
markets on competitive terms. 
17.  Erl'icient and integrated wholesale markets offer the possibility of external equity-
l'inancing  to  all  corporales.  At  present, access to  equity-listing  is  not  an  option  for 
many companies- particularly small  innovative start-ups who wish  to float  on  stock 
markets hut do not currently have access. The following areas call  for further action if 
the vision of a single deep and liquid capital market is to become a reality. 
o  Mutual  recogl8ition  of pro.\pectu.~·es:  National  authorities  have  traditionally 
imposed demanding and frequently differing information  requirements on  issues. 
This discourages issuers and intermediaries from placing securities such as shares 
and bonds on a cross-border basis, and therefore prevents investors from benefiting 
from a wider choice of products. The 1989 Listing and Prospectus Directives have 
failed to resolve these difficulties.  The Commission will propose improvements 
both by amending legislation and closer co-operation between supervisors. 
S  Stm:k  marketcapitalisalion in  lhe ElJ (with the exception of lfK and  NL) pales into insignificance 
when l'omparcJ to that of IJS (  J2'.Jf, of Ell (l()l' compared to over 100% in  lJS). 
(,  70% of issuance in the ElJ is accounted for by more-secure assets (credil rating Aa2 and above) as 
opposed to the USA where the equivalent figure is 30%. The creation of a deep and liquid corporate 
bond market in the EU will allow a higher yield segment" to develop .. 
6 o  Fimmcin;.: un/i.\·ted.\·tarl-up.,·: Efficient specialised equity markets should be made 
available and put to work for  fast-growing, unlisted innovative start-up companies. 
The  Commission  has  recently  estahlisheu  in  co-tlperation  with  the  European 
Investment Fund an  instrument which will  help specialised venture-capital funds to 
mobilise  capital.7  The  Commission  is  also  exploring  whether  further  legal 
initiatives could help specialised venture-capital funds to mobilise capital on a pan-
European basis for financing new start-upsR. 
•  Corporate governance: There is no single model  of good corporate governance 
which could facilitate increased integratiof.l  of wholesale markets.  However, there 
. is an emerging consensus around a number of common principles that can underpin 
it. These include the equitable treatment of shareholders and the transparency and 
accountability of the corporate process. The Commission will continue to support 
public  and  private  sector  bodies  in  their  efforts  to  improve  the  regulatory 
framewor~ for corporate governance.  Nevertheless, differences in  styles and forms 
of govemancc can  limit cross-border investment and hinder the creation of supra-
European corporations. Among the key harmonisation proposals on which progress 
is  required  is  the  legal  structure of corporations  for  the  transfer of scats  (10
111 
Company Law  Directive) and,  in  the  Council,  take-over bid  procedures  and  the 
European company statute (ECS).  Achievement of a  ECS, itself a  Single Market 
Action Plan priority, could greatly assist realisation of the Single Market. However, 
it is important that any ECS model he neither unduly rigid nor inflexible. 
II.  On  the  supply-side,  investors  should be free  to  invest  their  assets  without 
encountering leg(l/, admini.'itrative or information barrier.'i. 
18.  Three specific aspects  are  discussed  below:  the  divergences  in  accounting and 
disclosure rules; investment restrictions through currency matching requirements; and 
a level playing field for fund managers. 
•  Disclosure:  From  1999,  many companies will  publish  their financial  statements 
expressed in the euro even though they are  not·be prepared on the basis of the same 
accounting rules (Figure 3). The introduction of the euro thus raises the question 
whether further accounting harmonisation within the EU is needed. 
}It»  Figure  3:  The  numher  <?l  European  companies  with  NYSE  and 
NASDAQ lis/inKs in  the  US has increased nearly jivej(Jld since  /990 to 
almost  250 in  1998,  with  a cumulative market capitalisation of about 
$300hn.  There  i.~  thus growing pressure to  hring our directives  in  line 
with  international  accounting  standards  to  avoid  having  to  apply 
different standards to produce different financial statements. 
.  . 
7  Notice of impl(!~entation of the  ElF Start-Up  facility  and  the  SME  guarantee  facility  under  the 
. .  Or<lW(luf'!d ~rrtploym~nt I  n!_tiati v~. OJ ·C  30~/8~ 1-10-1998  ·  ·  · 
~.~~~,.~~~~f.'\trr~~3fio.~~~sx·~~W~t  ·:·~!f~iJ@~}; 
l: The objective is  to  stimulate cross-horuer investment through  more transparency 
and better comparability of <u.:counts.  The Commission will  consiuer whether any 
of the options provided for hy  our accounting directives arc no longer necessary or 
appropriate.  In  addilion  the  C01111i1ission  will  review  whether  listed  comp<mies 
should be required to prepare their financial  statements in  c'onformily with a more 
harmonised framework, such as lAS. A common understanding of the role of the 
statutory auditor in reporting to investors and capital markets within the EU will 
also be explored. 
a  Eliminating investment restrictions:  Pension  and  life  insurance  fund  managers 
manage a growing proportion of EU's vast reserves of saving.9  Most are obliged, 
through  currency  matching  requirements,  to  invest  predominantly  in  assets 
denominated  in  the  local  currency.  There  are  also  quantitati vc  restrictions  that 
prescribe  the  type of asset  in  which  investments can be  made.  Such restrictions 
heavily uistort  the  structure of institutional  investor portfolios10.  Even  marginal 
improvements  in  risk-return  performance  can  generate  suhstantial  benefits  for 
pension plan-holders and alleviate some of the burden of pension  financing in the 
context of demographic  developments.  What  is  required  is  sensible,  prudential 
rules  that  allow  pension  funds  to  optimise  their  portfolio  structures  with 
appropriate allocations of pan-Europeun equity, international equity, real estate and 
fixeu  income  assets.  The Commission, in  the  follow-up  to  its  Green  Paper on 
supplementary pensions in  the single market is exploring ways of alleviating the 
burden of restrictions in this field without threatening the prudential soundness of 
funds.  This  can  be  done,  for  example,  by  ensuring  that  there  is  appropriate 
diversification of the assets,  transparency for pension plan-holders, and emphasis 
on  rigorous  supervision1'.  This could  ultimately  contribute  to job-creation  and 
employment, while improving security of savings for old-age retirement provision. 
(!)  AI  level playing field for similar financial products:  Broadly substitute products 
such as pension funds,  life assurance and UCITS aresubject to different forms of 
regulatory requirement anu tax  treatment  in  each  Memher State. This can  lead to 
arhitrary uiiTerenccs  between  products  anu unfairly tilt  the  balance  in  favour of 
some  asset  managers.  The  Commission  will  strive  to  achieve  greater  policy 
coherence whilst enhancing transparency for consumers and effective competition. 
9 Pension fund assets are projected to grow from $630 billion to $1,800 billion between 1996 and 2001. 
Insurance company assets  are projected to grow from  $2,600 billion to $6,300 billion over the 
same time frame. Unit trust assets are predicted to amount to $3,230 billion in 2001 as opposed to 
$1,680 billion in  1996  .. ·(Bank of  England, 1998). 
l0 'The share of equity i:R tOOs#  portfolios varies from 71% in the UK to  14% in France and  15% in 
GermaHy. 
11  1'1\c Commission's Cireen Paper on "SypplemeRtury Pensiom i~ the Single Market" (COM (97) 283) 
lfiS4..'11'SM.-'S  lR  UClail  ;tspC1:1S  J.hal  are CfiK.'ial  liw  "scwnd piii<H""  pension funds and  "third pillar"  life 
assurance pmvision. 
8 · Ill.  lm'e.tttmeul  .ttervice  pmvitler.tt  ...Jumltl  be  ttble  to  opemte throughout the  EU 
without coufrouting overlapping .'iel.\' of  legal t11UI mlministrative formalities. 
1 1).  Under the lSD,  rigid and unqualified insistence on  local  trading rules  leads to  a 
patchwork  of  widely  differing  requirements  <llld  makes  it  dillicult  for  invcstnient 
service providers to have access to or to compc'le effectively within the framework of 
other Member States' "regulated markets". (During consultations, such problems are 
the most frequently cited concerns of market operators and representative bodies). Art. 
11  of the Directive grants local supervisors substantial discretion in the application of 
lo_cal  business conduct rules. There are differences as regards core concepts such as 
"fit and proper". Closer co operation between securities supervisors can improve this 
situation. The Commission for its part will seek to remove difficulties in the way the 
Directive· is applied by promoting convergence of national  approaches to conduct of 
busirrcss rulesl2. 
- . 
20. There is littlejustification for restrictions on the professional investor or wholesale 
client who is  better placed to assess the suitability of complex investments than. is  the 
retail  consumer.  The  Commission  therefore  believes  that  cross-border  activities 
should  not  he  subject  to  unnecessary  host-country  trading  rules.  H()me-country 
authorisation and the supervision of the institutions oiTers the professional investor the 
necessary guarantee. 
POINTS FOR ACTION 
The Commission 
o/  will  propose improvements to the public-offer and listing prospectus 
directives to remove inconsistent national requirements and allow mutual 
recognition  , 
o/  will examine whether legal initiatives could assist specialised venture capital 
funds to mobilise capital on a pan-European basis for financing small-business 
start-ups 
o/  will review whether the company reporting options in the Accounting 
Directives are inappropriate in view of  the need  for  further harmonisation of 
financial reportilrg  · 
· r/  will, ma the ba.'iis of  a Communication, prepare a Directive for the 
dismantliitg of  mm-currenc_y related a.'iset i11vestment re~·trictions on s84pplementary 
pension funds 
o/  will work towards a common understanding of  the role ofthe statM.tory 
auditor in reporting to investors and capital markets 
o/  will continue to work alongside public and  private bodies to improv~  the 
framework for corporate governance  .  .  .  ..  .  •·  . 
o/  willwotk towards maintalkihg (:onsisten,cy ~etWeen  E(J./i~anlfal'reptXrting.' 
framework and intemational  accq~ntfng  .standards. de~eloped.•  by ike; JASC,  .·  ·  · ·  · 
including the introduction offa.irval8/Je accounting totheEU  framework. 
rY'  will determine the most expedient (legislative or non.;.legislative) means of 
upgrading the effectiveness of  lSD by promoting the necessary convergence of 
national approaches to conduct of  business rules. 
12  Sec scction 7 abovc. 
9 The Council and the European Parliament 
e/  are urged to make progress in  the adoption of  proposals for directives on take-
over bid procedures anti the European company statute (ECS). 
V' are  invited  to  work  towards  early  at/option  of legislation,  based  on  the 
Commissions proposals in respect of  UC/TS. 
MEMBER STATES' RETAIL MARKETS ARlE NOT YET OPEN 
21.  Efforts to complete a  single market have focused  primarily· on traditional  high-
street financial services. Prudential ground-rules prescribe the conditions under which 
fina.ncial  service providers arc authorised to otTer a range of financial  services. Once 
authorised by the supervisors of their country of establishment, suppliers arc free to do 
business  throughout  the  EU  on  the  basis  of a  "single  European  passport".  Inter-
penetration  of  markets  has  taken  place  primarily  through  establishment,  often 
achieve.d  through  acquisition  of _established  operators.  Direct  supplier-to-consumer 
service provision remains largely undeveloped on a cross-border basis. For example, 
in  the  life insurance market, insurance companies in  most Member States record no 
cross-border  sales.  The  highest  level  recorded  is  0.14%  in  the  case  of  Danish 
companies.  In  non-life  assurance,  the  situation  is  somewhat better  with  amount of 
turnover  accounted for  by  cross-border  sales  ranging from  0.13%  in  Germany  to 
4.13% in Belgium.  13 
22. Efforts to construct a single retail financial market have not yet not resulted in the 
convergence  of prices  for  financial  products.  Figure  4  indicates  that  the  cost  of 
obtaining a credit card in  the most expensive Member'State is three times higher than 
recorded in the least expensive. Disparities in respect of fixed commissions related to 
private equity transactions arc even more pronounced, with fees in  the most expensive 
country costing a  staggering  17  times  those charged in  the  least expensive Mcmhcr 
State. I .ack of convergence of prices in  the single banking market has been attributed 
to the  lack  of a  single  money market, and  to  continuing differences in  the cultural, 
legal  and  regulatory  environment.  Despite  such  difficulties,  the  single  market 
programme has ushered in increased consumer choice and an overall improvement in 
the quality of financial intermediation.14 
13  Amount of turnover accounted for by subsidiaries in other Member States fall within a range of 0-4% 
for life and attains a maximum of 34% for non-life in the case of Belgian companies. Luxembourg is an 
outlier in all cases, recording much higher levels of cross-border business. 
14 In insurance, limited convergence of premia has also been observed. Car insurance premia can range 
from  346  ECU  (Portugal)  to  1391.  in  (Germany)  retlecting  differences  in  contractual  terms  and 
coverage, as well  as in  the  level of compensation awarded by national courts. While these diflcrences 
arc  a  by-product of different  legal  traditions,  they  will  continue to constitute a  formidable  barrier lo 
cross-border tradahility of linancial products. 
10 Figure ./: !'rice dispersiouforjimmcialpmducts in  siu~h~ market (I I.} C)()). 
/)roduct/5  IlK  ,...  /)  IJ  N/,  I  E 
Commercial loan  7500  3885  2114  3755  2741  4843  6976 
Credit card  35  33  32  71  27  40  43 
-
Mortgage  475  626  245  408  180  552  540 
Private equity  18  51  20  13  13  3  13 
transaction 
t\ll.priccs in ECU. <;;,range= maximum expressed as minimum. Source.: Commission ( 1997). 
Btlfancing objectives. 
23. Achieving a truly single market for financial retail services demands a balancing of 
two  sometimes competing objectives.  First,  consumers  should  be  able  to  exercise 
choice in  an  informed manner,  in  full  confidence that  their interests are protected by 
robust consumer safeguards. Financial services are often complex and the assessment 
of the security/performance of the products and the reliability of the service provider is 
difficuit  for  the  non-professional.  Transparent· and  effective  safeguards  create  the 
confidence  necessary  for  financial  markets  to  flourish.  The  EU  framework  of 
prudential controis provides a substantial first  line of defence for consumer interests 
and offers effective consumer protection from financial  institutions who compete on 
the ba::;is  of a ''single passport". The recent Commission Green Paper and the follow-
up  communication  on  "~nhancing  consumer  confidence  ·in  financial  services" 
identified support1ng EU-level action to ensure that consumer interests are kept to the 
fore  as  the  single  market  in  financial  services  takes  shape16•  The  Commission  is 
committed to fo!lewing-up the actions announced in this Green Paper. 
24.  A  second  objective  is  to  increase  competition  and  widen  consumer choice  by 
allowing financial  intermediaries  to  do  business  with  clients/customers anywhere  in 
the EU on the basis of an authorisation from their home country supervisor. Financial 
intermediaries at present generally find themselves obliged to establish subsidiaries in 
other Member States for legal, tax or administrative reasons. In  a true single market, 
financial  institutions  should  be  presented  with  an  effeCtive  choice  between  cross-
15  Definitions of products used in  table: (l). Commercial loan: cost (incl. commissions and  charges) 
to  a  medium-sized' firm  of a  commercial  loan  of 250'000 ECU.  (2).  Credit  card:  annual  cost 
assuming·5oO ECU debit. (3). Annual cost of home loan of 25'000 ECU. (4). Commission costs of 
cash bargain of I '440 ECU. 
16  Commission  C~mmunication <?n  Enhancing  Consumer  Confidence  in  Financial  Services  (COM 
(97) 309 Final. 
11 border expansion through establishment (of branches or subsidiaries) or provision of 
services from their home base. 
1).  Member  States  arc  com:cmed  to  protect  their  consumers  from  exposure  to 
financial  risk.  The Treaty has  heen  interpreted  in  such a way  that  the  prerogative of 
Mcmhcr States to apply  local  provisions where this  is  a  necessary and  proportionate 
means of upholding the consumer interest is  uphel<.l  (the "general good"). The Rome 
and Brussels Conventions also enable consumers to rely on their local judicial systems 
and contract law as they sec tit. 
16.  rlowcvcr,  the  need  to  ensure  a  high-level  of consumer  protection  should  he 
proportionate  and  not  be  used  as  an  excuse  to  hinder  cross-border  business. 
Otherwise, the benefits of enlarged consumer choice and the prospect of real  savings 
would he  lost.  It is  probable that following the introduction of the euro, consumers 
will  find it increasingly difficult to understand why financial services cannot easily be 
bought or sold across borders. 
27. However, differences between Member States legal provisions on the provisions 
on bankruptcy, security, and applicable law means that such difficulties will persist. 
Pan-European products such as  mortgages,  life  assurance,  pension  funds  cannot be 
developed until  underlying differences in  these national  provisions are co-ordinated 
and/or mutually recognised. It is presently impossible to open a standard bank account 
for a client in diiTcrent European countries. Due to a range of legal, administrative and 
tax  reasons,  this  will  continue to  be  the  case  despite  the  introduction  of the  euro 
(figure)). 
Fi~tm! 5:  why  a  sin~le  hank  account  will  not  he  availah/e  to  .financial 
customers in !he euro zone. 
( 'ustomers active in a nwnher (?f Memher Stales would draw henefil from the 
possibility l?lpooling tlteir  euro  cash  hallmce.\'  across  tlu!  EU.  Thi.\'  would 
allow  the  account  holder's credit  and dehil  balances  denominated in  euro 
and/or  national  currencies  to  be  notionally  offset  for  the  purposes  of 
maximising interest income.  "Sweeping" funds  into  a single account would 
also give  the  account holder more flexibility  in  handling cash flows.  These 
possibilities  are  currently  excluded by  a  range  of factors  including  the 
absence of  any provision for offietting loans  or deposits  in  one jurisdiction 
against those  in  another.  There  are  also complications relating to  different 
national rules on  handling of  payment claims,  investor/creditor protection in 
the event (~f bankruptcy, provision of  collateral, and issue.'! relating to liability 
l?{ parent companies  in  event of default  by subsidiary.  There  are a  host of 
administrative  i.\·sues  relating  to  revocation  of  orders,  conditions  for 
calculating and payment of  stamp duty.  Finally,  the movement of  funds from 
accounts  in  one  Member State to  those  in  another has  implications for tax 
revenues.  This combination ojfactors will continue to impede the operation of 
a single bank account after the introduction of  the euro. 
28. The necessary degree of convergence in  core areas of national law is unlikely in 
the short term.  There is therefore a need to develop pragmatic ways of reconciling the 
aim of promoting full financial market integration with that of ensuring high levels of 
12 consumer  protection  anti  consumer  confidence.  The  Commission  will,  with  the 
cooperation of the  Memhcr  Sta~es, intensify efforts to complete a single market  for 
retail financial products on un  incremental hasis. 
(i)  Fii·st, it wi  II  promoie a c.Jcur and commor. und.erstanding of the distinction between 
professional  <md  non-professional  users  of Cinancial  services.  In  keeping  with 
relevant provisions on international private and EU  law, efforts will  be made to 
limit  additional  host  country  requirements  to  consumers  acting  in  a  non-
professional capacity. 
c  Second,  the  Commission  will  identify  and  catalogue  substantive  differences 
between  legal  provisions which  presently are seen to call  for application of host 
country rules. This w:ll  improve transparency and allow EU authorities to ensure 
that imposition or host country rules is proportionate. 
(i)  Third,  the  Commission  will  continue  to  promote  the  convergence  of national 
practices towards a  bigh  level -or consumer protection where this is  a  necessary 
and justified means or ensuring that the benefits of an effective single retai I market 
go hand-in-hand with consumer interests. 
G  Fourth, valuah!c work can also be done on a  practical  basis to ensure better co-
ordination  between  national  systems  for  redress  in  order  to  stamp  out  unfair 
trading practices on a cross-border basis. 
The next section expands on how these steps car. be applied in more practical ways to 
realise the objective of a single market for retail financial products which offers high 
levels of consumer protection. 
Making progress on a pragmatic basis 
29.  First, we shotdd develop targeted actions at a.-high level of consumer protection to 
bring  about  convergence  of nrrtional  practices  towards  a  high  level  of consumer 
protection. The need to enhance tnmsparer:cy in  the market and, notably information 
for  the  consumer  in  ord:::r  to  enable  informed  choices,  ·will  be  addressed. 
lmplemcnl<llion of lhc measures  idcnlificd in  lhe Commission's Communication on 
enhancing COI1SIIllll'r CollfidCilCL'  \Viii  also COlltrihli!C  IO  &Ill  L~ilhanct;d functioning o!'  <I 
single market  \Vhich  works to.lhc benefits of consumers.  In  particular, the efforts at 
co-ordinating  nalinna!  practice  in ·respect of  insurance  intermediaries  can  make  a 
substantial contribution both to consumer protection and the increased tractability of 
insurance products. The Commission will cpme forward with specific proposals in the 
course of 1999. 
30.  Second,  although  their  systems  appear  different,  Member  States  in  many 
circumstan::es apply equivalent levels of consumer protection.  We  should therefore 
identify  and catalogue  substantive  differences  between  national  arrangements  to 
protect consumer rights.  Consideration should be given to limiting host country rules 
to these cases.  Given the CUJTent  lack of transparency concerning the application of 
consumer  protection  rules,  mechanisms  are  required  which  allow  Community 
institutions to build up a systematic picture or the extent to which local provisions are 
imposed. 
13 31. Third,  there  urc  strong objective arguments  in  favour of greater differentiation 
he~wcen categories cf financial  service ~ustomer, as professional investors need less 
protection than general consumers.17  Host country provisions should thus be directed 
lo where they arc most needed, that is to ensure a secure environment for consumcrs. 111 
Thcrdore the ( 'ommissim1  will conliiJue  to  pursue a  JWiicy distinguishing hetween 
consumers and operators acting in  dteir professional capacily,  in  cmlj(Jrmity  with 
relevant law. 
32.  Fourth,  we  should  develop  an  approach  which  protects  consumers  against 
aggressive and unfair trading practices but which at the same time empowers them to 
engage in  bargain-hunting. Ohstaclcs to  cross-border sale of rclail  financial  products 
will  become  more  obvious  as  new  electronic  tcchnoiogies  bring  retail  financial 
products and services to the attention of a!"ly  consumer with an  Internet connection. 
The  Commission's  recent  proposal  on  distance  selling  (and  shortly  on  electronic 
commerce) are intended to clalify issues relating to fair trading practices which are 
likely to arise with increased frequency as cross-border electronic shopping becomes 
1norc  ~ommonplacci'J.  However,  where  consumers  take  the  initiative  of accessing 
Internet  wch-silcs operated by financial  service  providers in  another Member State, 
they  should  be  willing  to  ucccpt  that  the  web-site  is  configured  and  operated  in 
accordance  with  the  laws  or  that  country.  This  is  without  prejudice  to  the  law 
appiicahlc to contractual obligations and to the competent for a  for the settlement of 
claims which arc regulated by the Brussels and Rome Conventions. 
33.  Fifth, we should provide effective cross-border redress.  Action  is  needed in  the 
area of non judicial redress and the  h<lndling of complaints when  they arise  from  a 
cross-border  activity.  Consumer  organisations  are  invited  to  come  forward  with 
,appropriate proposals to address these issues. 
!PODfMTS FOR ACTION 
17  Seeking a differentiated-level of protectiun for consumers is, of course, not new. The principle was 
established  more  than  a  decade  ago  by  the  Court  of Justice  which  recognised  that  consumer 
protection  "ground~ are not equally important in  every sector ...  and that there  may be cases 
where,  because c!f the nature of  the  (.~ervice) and of  the party seeking (that service),  there is no 
need to protect the  latter hy the application l!f the  mandatory rules of  his national law"'.  The 
Commission  has  already  applied  this  principle  to  the  uctivities  of insurance  and  investment 
services. (ECJ ca~;e 205i84 1986, ECR 3755). 
IX  The definition of '\:onsumer" is already enshrined in  relevant consumer protection legislation as "a 
natural person acting outside of his/her professional or hus.incss activity". 
IIJ  in situations where tinancial institutions engage in active marketing and sale of tinancial services 
(eithe; on or off-line), the distance selling proposal aims to ensure that all consumers benefit from 
uniform high level of protection in terms of reflection period prior. to sale of contract and right of 
withdrawal under appropriate conditions. 
14 Tht!! C'ommi.tt.'timo 
./  ~viii  follow-MjJ the tectama.'t tllllfJiWMwcet! in its (,'reef!O !Ptoper (JflB 
Omsu  mer (}mjit!em·e for Fimmcital SeP"Vices 
tl'  will ma~e  pmpmiOJl.fll dfJ  iPBllll'f.PdtuJce  t!.ll11  ~Adleqrualfe !ewe! of  COf!O.''ifllJWBeli' 
redre.r-.s ami comp!ainl/.'11 lo.amiliDBg for  cMstoll0'8eU's of  fimoflfJcdml  seli'Vic~, inviting 
consumer orgcmistmof!Os do provide iflBpfllJd 
-/  will  ide~~atify and cmalogue differem:es bettwee/19 Membel! St(IJT/es' 
'general gofJd' ll'Mffe.fll for the  pll'ol/ecl1im1l of  comMmel!s illiJ fitJMJJf!Bcaoll  :~ervaces OJli'ea 
a.~ a basis  for agreed, dllJJi'fteted alliJd pll'oportioPBal policy respom~ 
r/'  will !Mlopd a policy distiUBgoeisking belfweef!O wlao!@OJie pn;fessio!IBtds 
and imJividaaaK colliJsumers to direct reguladory effom to wlfJe!J"e 11/key tlJil'e most 
needed and to avoid unduly high cormpliomce costs  , 
d'  will explore substantive new proposals to ensoare tlwt insurance 
indeY'mediwie.~ comply with stringenl! pll'ofessiomlli (IJlliJd od/Jserr safegBI!.ards,  with 
a view to enlumciflBg consumer protection tmd  tkefiJ(!nctiolliliPBg the si!ligle 
insurance market 
./  will approach famdamentallegal obstacles to financial prodBdcts by 
way of  a!IU  evo!Bdtiol!Bwry approach in view of  the deep-;oooted diffuences illl 
legal traditions 
The Council and the European Parliament 
~  should adopt the E-Money proposal tL~ soon as po.Ysible 
./  ,o;hould adopt witlwut delay the propo.o;al for a distance selling 
directive for cmwergence of  national marketing and &'elling techniques 
REGULATORY AND SUPERVI&ORY CO-OPERATHON FOR FINANCIAL 
STABILITY 
SUPERVISORY CD-OPERATION WITHIN THE UNION: 
J4.  Co-operation  between  national  supervisors  has  developed  organically  both  to 
strengthen capacity to respond to cross-border problems (e.g.  BCCI), and to develop 
common supervisory approaches in  tackling new forms of prudential  risk  in  banking, 
insurance  and  securities  markets.  The  Committees  which  assist  the  Commission  in 
i1nplementation  of single  market  legislation  have  emerged  as  a  focal  point  for 
supervisory  co-operation20.  Other activities  by  supervisors,  such  as  the  creation  of 
FESCO or the  Banking  Supervision  Committee of the  European System of Central 
Bunks,  can  also  help  to  promote  co-operation  in  this  area.  Increased  co-operation 
20  Banking  Advisory  Committee,  Insurance  Committee,  High  Level  Securities  Supervisors, 
Accounting Committee, UCITS Contact Committee. 
15 among supervisory authorities  is  key  in  the  management of institutional/prudential 
risk. 
Yi.  As  financial  institutions  rcorgamse  themselves  on  a  cross-bon.lcr  basis,  their 
nationality may  become less dear and ascertaining which  supervisor should assume 
responsibility  in  the  event  of a  solvency  crisis  could  become  difficult.  Here  too 
intensive co-operation between supervisors in  problem detection and early-response is 
critical.  Progress  with  the  adoption  in  Co  unci I of the  winding-up  and  liquidation 
directives in  banking and insurance is  a  vital  component of legal clarity in  this area. 
The trend towards financial conglomeration is also blurring the dividing-lines between 
different  financial  activities  and  their  related  supervision.  Co-operation  between 
sectoral  supervisors should  be  reinforced  in  line  with  progress  in  the  Joint  Forum. 
Similarly,  the  trend  towards  out-sourcing  of some  financial  activities  to  external 
bodies  complicates the  task  of supervisors  in  detecting and assessing  behaviour of 
financial operators. 
36.  It  is  imperative  that  EU  supervisors  implement  consistent  approaches  to 
management of such  issues in order to  safeguard the stability of the financial system 
in  the single currency zone.  Co-operation is necessary among supervisory authorities 
and  between  those  authorities  and  the  monetary  authority  responsible  for  the 
management of liquidity within  the  system.  This will  permit a clear allocation  of 
responsibilities;· so that a rapid response in any crisis situation is possible. 
37.  As  supervisors  arc  increasingly  in  the  front-line  in  managing  institutional  and 
systemic risk  on  a cross-bon.lcr basis, a well-developed approach  to  co-ordination  is 
essential.  The  Commission  sees  merit  in  the  elaboration  of a  "supervisors  co-
operation charter" which would clearly assign responsibility for performing different 
supervisory tasks on a cross-border basis and at the same time establish mechanisms 
for managing problems which raise different supervisory concerns. 
1fii-IE  EXTERNAL  n.JIBMENSION  OF  INTERNATDONAL  IREGULATOIRY  AND  SUPERVRSOIRY 
COOP  ERA  TD.ON 
38. International developments reinforce the need for closer concertation between EU 
financial  authorities.  Globalisation  implies  that  contagion  effects  are  a  foremost 
concern for supervisors and regulators. Recent developments have lent new impetus to 
cooperation  at  international  level  between  regulators  and  supervisors.  There.  is  a 
growing sentiment that  the  global  financial  architecture  which  was  conceived  and 
established in  the  1940s needs overhaul. A collective approach  is  needed if Member 
StalL'S arc to secure the most appropriate supervisory arrangements for the Union. 
16 i)  lnlemalitmal regulatory cooperation: 
Y>.  The  Commission  will  continue  to  play  a  full  and  active  role  in  forging  an 
international consensus and  widespread  implementation of best  practice in  financial 
regulation.  It  will  continue to  support for  the  work of the  lAS  to  secure a  globally 
accepted set of financial  reporting standards that  will  enhance financial  transparency 
and facilitate  the  task  of financial  supervisors:  Core elements of existing EU bank 
capital  requirements  are  now  being  re-examined  to  bring  them  tip-to-date  with 
supervisory practices and banking trends.  This process  takes  place in  parallel  with 
similar discussions  i-n  the  Basic Committee on  Banking  Supervision  in  whiCh  the 
regulators  of our  main  banking  competitors  participate  21 •  The  EU  should  take  a 
leading role in  tackling issues to maintain a level playing field (taking into account the 
heterogeneous structure of the  EU  banking sector). The Union  must also take steps 
(Sec paragraph 7) to adapt its  legislation as swiftly as the regulators of US, Canadian 
and Japanese hanks. 
ii) International supervi.\;ory cooperation: 
40. In  an increasingly integrated global financial  market, rules on supervision are of 
crucial  importance.  Recent  events  demonstrate  that  the EU cannot  be  complacent 
about its regulatory and supervisory systems. These must be continuously scrutinised, 
adapted and improved where necessary. However, EU efforts should form part of an 
orchestrated  effort  at  international  level  to  bolster  the  effectiveness  of  financial 
systems. !n the context of forthcoming GATS discussions, the EU will  press strongly 
for  improved  supervision  and  hettcr  regulatory  and  administrative  transparency 
alongside Jess  restrictive rules  forforcign direct investment in  the  financial  services 
sector. Together, these should contrihl.ite  to  the soundness of capital  markets world-
wide.22  This  issue  is  also  likely  to  be  prominent  in  the  next  round  of  GATS 
discussions. Greater attention to institution-building and supervisory infrastructure are 
increasingly at  the  heart of World  Bank  structural  assistance.  The_  Member State 
supervisors  are  called  upon  to contribute to  this  work  by  ensuring the  success  of 
recently instituted arrangements (EFEX) for mobilising financial  sector expertise for 
embodiment in technical assistance to crisis-hit countries. 
41. However, by far the most significant undertaking that the Community has engaged 
in  is  the export of its  regulatory  system  for  financial  stability  to  Eastern  Europe. 
Accession candidates are making steady if divergent progress in  implementing EU 
financial  services  legislation.  This  progress  has,  in  part,  helped these  countries  to 
escape  the  worst  ravages  of  the ·international  financial  crisis.  This  legislative 
framework  must  he  underpinned  oy  c!Tective  monitoring  and·  surveillance 
21_  Membership of the  Basle Committee includes 8 Member States:  Belgium, France, Germany,  It~ly, 
Luxembourg,  the  Netherlands,  Sweden,  and  the  UK.  The Commission  and  the  ECB  have  an 
observer role 
22 The Asian financial crisis has highlighted shortage of expertise in  the areas of disclosure, bankruptcy 
and. winding-up of institutions, and financial audit 
17 mechanisms. Increasingly greater emphasis is  being placed on institution-building and 
supervisory assistance in  the context of preparations for accession. The Commission is 
currently exploring new  ways to  work with ,Member Stale supervisors and applicant 
countries in order to <H.:celerate this work. 
POINTS FOR A.CT!ON 
1'/oe Commission 
c/  wU§  COJJBtrilm1le  to  the elaboration  of a  "superrvisors  charier",  settiJJBg  down 
relative  respoJJBsibilities  arm!  mechaJJBisms for co-ordimJJtion  between  differefnt 
bodies having a supervisory  jM~Bctioi'IJ at EU level; 
c/  wilL  re-examine,  witlo  the  Member  States  and  in  pali'allel  with  ihe  JIJlBS!e 
Committee oJJB  banking Supervision, the EU bank capital rules to bring them 
up-to-date 
r/  will consider the prudential issues thatfimmcial conglomerates may pose in the 
light of  progress in the Joint Forum 
The Council and  til~ European Parliament 
c/  :dooaa!d  adopt  the  proposals  for·  winding-up  and  liqMidatioflfJ  directives  iflfJ 
bafJIJ!dng and insMrtmce 
rY'  should  support  ilae  'EU  taking  a  leading  role  to  msure  coJJBsisteflfJcy  ami 
m{JJintaining  a  level  playing  field  in  tloe  re-e.xaminiJJBg  of btmk  capital 
Yequirements within the Basle process 
'fhe Membell States 
c/  should Mrrge  theirr superrvisory authorities to contribMte Ito  ike fMllest extent to 
·the improvement of  the global supervisory infrastrMcturtes 
c/  should  made  conaete  offers  of expertise  for  ~atilisatioffJ  Mnder  EFEX 
arrangements 
G~:NEI~AL  CONRlUTIONS M<'OR  A niLLY INTEGRATED lEU  FONANCBAI... 
MARKET 
42. A regulatory framework- no matter how resilient and up-to-date-cannot by itself 
secure an optimally functioning single financial market. A number of wider conditions 
must  be  fulfilled  that  demand  a  coherent  response  from  Member States  in  their 
capacity as regulator, supervisor and competition authority. 
iNFRASTRUCTURE 
43. A fully effective single financial market needs the technical and practical means to 
allow settlement of cross-border transactions to take place as smoothly and efficiently 
as those within national boundaries.  The emergence of remote trading under the ISO 
18  ' confirms that the technical means to trade ac1:oss  borders exist. Stock exchanges and 
derivatives markets arc already moving to capitalise on this technology. Strategic link-
ups. between· markets  arc  forcing  the  pace  or change  to  allow  for  clearing  and 
settlement  of  securities  transactions.  These  links  should  continue  to  be  market-
drivcn.n  However,  it  is  not only a question of establishing  technical gateways  for 
exchanges to  link  up to a single platform.  A range of legal  and administrative issues 
must also be tackled. 
o  Closing  legal  loop-holes  in  payment and securities  systems:  The  Settlement 
Finality Directive is  a core element of a sound legal  and operational  framework 
which is capable of containing related systemic risks.  The introduction of the euro -
will  increase the number of transactions involving cross-border use of collateral. 
We must  therefore ensure that  collateral  provisions  are  mutually compatible to 
avoid undue disturbances to financial markets, and potential repercussions for the 
EU,cconomy at large. Workable solutions at EU level will also encourage market-
driven  progress  towards  an  integrated  infrastructure  such  as  the  envisaged 
development  of  linkages  hetween  EU  securities  depositories.  In  addition,  the 
system should he sufficiently sound and  safe and offer guarantees against  money 
laundering and  fraud  prevention.  Work  has  hecn  set  in  hand  on  expanding· the 
scope of the Council Directive on Money Laundering to encompass other actors in 
the economic sedor. 
o  Retail payment .\y.\·tems:  Progress  in  providing the  technical  capacity to  handle 
small transfers hy private individuals continues to  lag behind that for large volume 
transactions. This situation will prompt bitter comment from individual consumers 
unless cross-border payments within the euro-zone can  be effected at low cost. 
Part of the  answer lies  in  scaling  back  the  obstacles  that  arise  from  statisticai 
reporting.  The  forthcoming  adaptation  of  statistical- methods  provides  an  · 
opportunity  to  introduce  appropriate  exemption  thresholds  to  deal  with  such 
difficulties.The  Commission  as  a  matter  of  urgency,  will  ~lso  continue  to 
encourage the banking sector to develop cross-border links between the automatic 
clearing houses of domestic retail payment systems 
COMI'ETITJON i'OLICY ANn TilE AJ>J'UCATION OF STAT!<: AW RIIU:s: 
44.  With  the  introduction of the euro, competition  in  the  financial  services sector -
which  can  already he  regarded as  strung·- will  certainly  become even  fiercer.  This 
calls for a slrict application of the rules of the Treaty providing for control over the 
abuse of dominant  positions, co-operation  between  undertakings,  mergers  and state 
aid measures. 
45.  As  concerns co-operation between banks, and other financial  services firms,  the 
Commission recognises that it leads to efficiency improvements in  many fields such 
as  the  creation  of integrated trading  platforms  as  well  as  settlement  and payment 
systems. But the Commission will remain vigilant that such agreements do not contain 
restrictions  of competition,  by  allocating  business,  fixing  prices,  or  by imposing 
private  barriers  to  the  free  movement  of financial  services.  Such  barriers  will  be 
23  The experience in respect of  common market conventions for the curo markets testify to the ability of 
markets to identify so lui ions. 
19 treated  with  particular strictness.  Also,  the  Commission  is  highly  senstttvc  to  the 
transparency of access rules to the various networks on which many financial services 
depend. 
4(J.  Given  the  intensifying  competition  it  must  hl'  noted  that  each  intervention  hy 
Mcmhcr States in  form of state aid risks to  cause significant distorting effects, which 
can orily  be balanced by  a Community interest carrying particular weight. Thus, the 
next years require an even increased effort of the Commission to create a level playing 
field by applying strictly the state aid rules of the Treaty. 
47.  In  fact,  the Commission has  had to deal  within the last years with an  increasing 
numher of state aid case concerning undertakings in  the financial  services sector.  A 
numher of state aid investigations to the financial services sector are currently ongoing. 
The Commission will,  when  it  approves state  aid  for  the  restructuring of a  financial 
institution,  continue  to  ensure  that  some  sot1  of compensation,  e.g.  a  reduction  in 
business  of the  suppot1cd  undertaking,  is  imposed  in  order  to  offset  the  distcmion 
resulting from a state aid. 
4H.  Pol lowing a request of the European Council at  its  meeting in  Amsterdam in  1997 
the Commission has prepared a repot1 on "services of general economic interest in the 
hanking sector" which shall  be submitted to  the ECOFIN Council  in  due time. That 
report  examines  whether in  the  different  Member States  credit  institutions  render 
services of general.economic interest', whether the provision of a comprehensive and 
efficient  financial  infrastructure  is  regarded  as  such  service,  whether an  exception 
under Article 90 paragraph 2 of the EC Treaty is claimed to be necessary for any of 
such  tasks  and  whether  or  not  the  situations  in  the  different  Member States  are 
comparable. Based on this report the Commission will apply in the future Article 90 
paragraph 2 of the EC Treaty to the banking sector on a case to case basis. 
TAXATOON 
49. Tax:ition policies must  he conceived and  implemented in  a  manner which takes 
account  of  the  common  good  flowing  from  an  efficient  and  undistorted  single 
financi:1l  market.  With the disappearance of exchange risk  as  a deterrent to real  pan-
European  investment strategies, disparities  in  tax  treatment.is already emerging as  a 
significant distortion or the allocation of resources. Both the provision of services on a 
cross-border  basis  and  the  localisation  of  financial  intermediaries  are  heavily 
influenced by the tax environment. 
50.  Tax distortions to the placement of  savings: There is little point in  removing the 
obstacles to free movement of capital if, in the end, the placement and processing of 
private savings is determined by disparities in the tax treatment of income on capital. 
Private  savings  of taxable  individuals  is  a  resource  which  is  particularly prone  to 
divergences in tax treatment of capital earnings: savings tax rates are bid downwards 
at the expense of the national exchequer. The location of economic activity engaged in 
handling  and  management of private  savings  is  also  distorted.  The Commission's 
savings tax  proposal  is  a  specially targeted  measure,  which  is  designed  to  counter 
distortions  by  ensuring  a  minimum  of eiTectivc  taxation  of. cross-horder  sf.lvings 
income. 
20 51.  1/am!fu/ tax competition hetweenfinancial centres: The Code of conduct Group is 
actively examining potentially harmful  tax measures  following  the  December 1997 
~1greement on a code of conduct on business taxation. The code aims at countering 
harmful tax competition which may affect in a significant way the location of business 
activity in  the Community. 
52.  Taxation  of financial  service  products  (life  insurance  and  pension  funds). 
Substantial  variations between tax systems increase direct costs for financial services 
providers. Life insurance and other savings products, for instance, need be tailored in 
order to have the characteristics required in  the host Member State to benefit from  tax 
relief.  They  must  also  comply  with  the  various  tax  c()llections  and  information 
requirements.  Instead  of allowing  service  providers  to  benefit  from  economies of 
scale,  this  drives  up  costs  and  can  act  as  a  disincentive  (or  even  acts· as  an 
insurmountable harrier) to cross harder business. Such requirements lead providers to 
duplicate country specific  infrastructui·e,  forcing  up  operating costs  and  restricting 
competition.  There  arc  also  clear  obstacles,  which  accentuate  the  risk  of double 
taxation at the level of the individual beneficiary, thereby discourage consumers from 
entering  into  cross-border  contracts.  In  mortgage  credit  and  life  insurance  for 
example, only the premiums paid to a domestic institution will receive favourable tax 
treatment (in terms of tax deductibility).24 
53.  Tax obstacles to pan-European company structures and mobility of  persons: In an 
integrated economic and monetary zone, labour mobility is a factor of adjustment in 
case  of asymmetric  economic  shocks.  Eliminating  obstacles  which  hinder  labour 
mobility will  provide a further element of stability for a smoothly functioning euro. 
Adjustments  to  taxation  in  the  pension  fund  area  can  contribute  to  securing  this 
objective. First, the mutual recognition of national  fiscal  regimes would facilitate the 
provision  of  pension  services  on  a  pan-European  scale.  Companies  operating  in 
several Member states would not be obliged to set up a specifi~ fund in each and every 
country,  with  the  associated  negative  impact on  the  cost of labour.  An  individual 
should also  be  able  to  continue to  contribute  to  a  single  pension  fund  on  a  cross-
border basis, without losing acquired rights or suffering tax disadvantages. Individuals 
(particularly for workers who are posted abroad for relatively short  periods) could 
exercise their rights to work and reside in other Member States. This issue has p~ly 
already been addressed in Community legislation.zs 
54.  Address  divergent  tax  treatment of debt  and equities:  Efforts  to  improve EU 
financial markets will be undermined if the attractiveness of debt-financing continues· 
to be artificially enhanced through the tax system. Interest income from debt (savings 
accounts  and bonds)  is  generally subject to  lower levels of taxation  than  dividend 
income on sharcholdings  in  companies. Differences in  the  tax  treatment of foreign 
dividend  income relative  to  domestic  dividend income  persist  despite  the  complex 
24  Note that there arc different finam:ing -methods for  supplementary pension schemes (pre-financing, 
PA YG, book-reserve) 
25  cf.  Directive 98/49/EC on safeguarding the supplementary pension rights of employed  and  self· 
employed  persons  moving  within  the  Community.  Tax-related  issues  are  to~ be  addressed  in  a 
separate proposal. 
21 matrix of hi lateral tax treaties hetween Memhcr States. The Commission will continue 
to  press for a change to~~ situation which results in  perverse price signals to investors 
who arc penalised rather than compensated for investi"ng in  riskier assets thus starving 
corporate issuers (and particularly small listed companies) of equity funding. 
'  < 
POINTS FOR ACTION 
The Commission 
e/  will make proposal!i'  to  enhance legal ceYiainty for tPr!e  me of  collateral on a 
cross-border basis 
~ will  .~cafe back statistical obstacles to handling small retail payments 
c/  will .~·ubmid a report to the Ecofin Council on Services of  Ge!lOera! !EcoflYomic 
1/!JOterest  ifo  t!oe  Banking Sector and the application of  the competitio!JO  rules of 
Article 90(2) 
c/  will saabmid a  report on "Services of  General !Ecom;mic J!!lOtellest in the BankifRg 
Sector" to the ECOFIN Cmmcil 
c/  wm umJJke proposals to address the tax obstacles to cross-borde!l membersfdi.p of 
pension funds thus facilitatiUtJg  the developmell8t  of pato-lEIJ/Jrtopean  company 
structm·es and encouraging labour mobility. 
The Council and the European Parliament 
r/  adopt the proposal  for a Directive on Savings Tax 
The Council and the Member States 
r/  should  ensure  the  implementation  of the  Code  of Conduct  on  Business 
Taxation 
22 BUILDING A CONSENSUS: 
55. This response to the European Council's request for a framework for action in  the 
field of financial services is based on an extensive, though brief, consultation with all 
interests.  The consultation signalled a number of key areas calling for action in  the 
·short, medium or longer term but also identified the euro as a powerful catalyst for 
change. The prudential  foundations for managing the  adjustment resulting from  the 
single currency are sound.  A far more integrated EU financial market is within reach. 
A number of relatively small steps- particularly in the wholesale markets- will allow 
the EU to benefit to the full from single currency. Its rewards are real and substantial-
a globally competitive sector that can better meet the needs of investors, industry and 
,the consumer without compromising the  high  standards of consumer protection  nor 
undermining the market's capacity to weather instability, and ultimately contributing 
to increased growth.  ·  · 
56. The actions i<.lentifie<.l  in  this backgroun<.l  paper arc intended to provide a basis on 
which t()  establish a clear set of jJriorities for  future  work, a framework for  financial 
services in which certain actions may take several years to complete. 
57. The Council·and the  Parliament are  now  invited, with  the Commission, to  take 
forward the debate. To maintain political momentum, the Commission proposes that 
personal representatives of Finan.:;e Ministers should be nominated by Member States 
and meet in a Financial Services Policy Group, chaired by the Commission. 
58. Its immediate objectives are twofold: first, the Group should identify and prioritise 
a set of actions by June 1999 to be presented to the Council. 
59. The second task of the Group, during the period prior to June 1999, is to define a 
number of immediate priorities to guarantee momentum to the process. 
60.  The  Group  will  also  assist  the  Commission  in  collective  monitoring  of 
implementation and enfo~cement of financial services legislation. 
61. The Commission inten<.ls to report back to ECOFIN on a regular basis. 
62.  The Commission  will  also  establish  a _lligh  Level  consultation  mechanism  to 
ensure that both market practitioners and users of financial services are able to make a 
full contribution to the formulation of policy in this area. 
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